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Abstract
Gastrointestinal bleeding is a common cause of morbidity and mortality in all age brackets. Blood transfusion is one of the principal
resuscitative lifesaving actions in this critical condition. However, shortage in banked blood beside other risks of blood transfusion constitutes
a significant challenge. The patient own blood recycling has long been introduced in cardiac surgery. Many developments of this innovative
technique have been settled since then with its usage in other situations as trauma and vascular surgery. However, its usage in gastrointestinal
bleeding was not discussed before. We would like to highlight about the needs and obstacles regarding autotransfusion by blood recycling in
these patients.
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Text
What is known and objective
Gastrointestinal bleeding carries high risk of mortality for
both children and adults. One of the most lifesaving interventions
in their management is the timely resuscitation with optimum
blood transfusion [1]. However, many obstacles still present in
spite of the widespread blood banks and advances in stored blood
preparation. Shortage in donors relative to the high needs, rare
blood groups, transfusion reactions, the blood transfusion risk
of infection, incompatible cross matching even for the same ABO
blood group secondary to previous frequent transfusions are
some of the transfusion related problems.

So, it is well known that homologous (allogenic) blood transfusion in general is not without a risk [2]. In an effort to reduce
these risks some centers were concerned with autologous blood
transfusion (autotransfusion) for elective conditions by the banking of the patient’s own blood in preparation for surgery. However,
this modality will not have a place in those with emergency need
as in acute blood loss.
Autotransfusion of the patient lost blood after its recycling; a
process called blood salvage (BS), could have a place in emergency
blood loss and solve all these transfusion related problems. Autotransfusion through BS has been first introduced in clinical practice in cardiac surgery with pulmonary cardiac bypass, in which
the blood lost in the surgical field is processed and retransfused to
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the patient. This procedure saved the blood resources and introduced safe blood for the patient. Later on, autotransfusion was introduced in orthopedic, trauma, transplant, vascular, and OBGYN
surgeries [3].
However, its application was not applied neither discussed in
this devastating gastrointestinal bleeding.

Comment

Autotransfusion through patient lost blood recycling has been
introduced in clinical practice 50 years ago, with successful usage
in cardiac surgeries. The Cell Saver Elite system provides hospitals with an easy-to-use, reliable way to recover and deliver back
a patient’s own high-quality blood during medium to high blood
loss procedures. In this process, collected blood was re-circulated
in the cell saver machine and blood was filtered from fat contents,
contaminations, distorted RBCs, and only healthy RBCs were reintroduced to the patient [3].

This technique carried many benefits to the patient. It avoids
the risk of unknown and known blood borne infections and the
possible transfusion reactions with isotransfusion. Moreover, the
quality of autotransfused RBCs are better than the banked ones.
Old researches have clearly shown that almost unlimited amounts
of blood can be salvaged during surgery and then simply and safely returned to the patient [4,5].
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Moreover, when used appropriately, by adequately trained
staff, Intraoperative Cell Salvage (ICS) is a simple, safe and cost-effective method of reducing allogeneic transfusion [6].

It was found that patients whose own red blood cells are recycled and given back to them during heart surgery have healthier
blood cells better able to carry oxygen, where it is most needed,
compared to those who get transfusions of blood stored in a blood
bank [7].

Researchers found that the more units of banked blood a patient received, the more red cell damage they observed. The damage makes the cells less flexible and less able to squeeze through
a body’s small capillaries and deliver oxygen to tissues. Among
patients who received five or more units of red blood cells from a
hospital blood bank during the study, the damage persisted for at
least three days after surgery [8].

Theoretically speaking, many obstacles stand against the autotransfusion of the GIT blood loss. Expected obstacles for autotransfusion are the acid media of the stomach, risk of blood digestion when it remains in the stomach for sufficient time, blood
clotting, and non-sterilized media with the risk of blood contamination with gastric food contents and infecting organisms. However, most of these obstacles are expected to be higher in those with
mild bleeding rate that permits long stay of blood in the stomach
with either presentation with melena or hematemesis of coffee
brown digested blood. These situations are most probably mild,
even with no need for blood transfusion.
However, the speaking about autotransfusion will be considered only in those with massive blood loss at which time much of
these expected difficulties will be lessened. When GIT bleeding is
massive all gastric contents are emptied early in the first attack
with the upcoming blood is devoid of these contents. Moreover,
the routine usage of proton pump inhibitor decreases the gastric
acidity. We propose that collecting the blood lost during GI bleeding, separating healthy RBCs and reinfusion to the patient using
the cell saver system might drastically improve the management
outcome and be cost effective.

What is New and Conclusion

The new is the hope and highlighting for the possibility of the
application of the cell saver system on the lost GIT blood due to
massive GI hemorrhage and its reinfusion into the patient. In spite
obstacles could be viewed much, nothing is impossible as long as
all are known and trying to solve point by point.
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presenting with hemoglobin of 2 g/dl. He was transfused 6 bags
of banked packed RBCs just to attain a hemoglobin level of 6.9
g/dl due to the massive ongoing loss.
Figure 1: Image of collected blood during massive upper
gastrointestinal hemorrhage.
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of hospital-acquired infections, longer hospital stays and increased
risk of death. The fresh blood cells are expected and shown to be
of a higher quality than what comes from a blood bank. Moreover,
patients feel better about getting their own blood [7].
Usually in GIT bleeding, RBCs transfusions are indicated for
those with significant blood loss to achieve a hemoglobin level of
around 8 g/dl [1]. Sometimes blood loss is massive to the degree
that drained blood through the nasogastric tube collects a significant volume of fresh blood in the bag, as if it is a banked blood bag
(Figure 1). At which time the rate of bleeding is sometimes massive that couldn’t be easily compensated by stored banked blood.
This situation could be optimally managed by recycling of the patient own lost blood through the cell saver system.
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